CONTENT MARKETING PLATFORM
E VA LUATO R ’ S GU ID E
What does it take to be successful at content marketing?
How do these needs translate into platform requirements?

Header Text
Introduction
If you’re evaluating content marketing platforms for your healthcare organization,
this eBook will help pair your needs with the right features.
Before you dive into choosing a platform that ticks all your boxes,
we’d like to help you define what successful content marketing
should look like for YOU and your patients.

Content is king. Successful content marketing starts with a clear,
well-defined vision for how your content aligns across your

Define vision
and strategy

patients, their families, or the community’s needs, followed by a
matching strategy.

Outline customer
journey

However, strategy and vision are only successful if your team can
deliver the content in alignment with it. This is where content
marketing platforms step up to the plate. A CMP should, at the

Manage strategic
objects

very least, do the following:
• Centrally store strategic information: Themes, Personas, and
Customer Journey or Buyer Cycle Stages, and other strategic

Planning and
execution tools

data
• Provide planning and execution tools: Collaborative Editorial

End-to-end
workflow

Calendars, Assignment, Drafting, Approval and Publishing
Workflows, Analytics
While other tools and channels are important connectors to these
systems, content marketing platforms provide a home where your
entire planning ecosystem can be seen in one place.
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In this Report...
How do content marketing platforms help you achieve success?

1.

Strategy: centrally documented

Page 4

2.

Ideation: easy collaboration
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3.

Calendar: ideation, production, and publishing views with filters
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4.

Workflows: assign, draft, and approve content
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5.

Asset library: centrally store and tag assets for quick retrieval
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6.

Publishing and promotion: distribute content to various channels
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7.

Analytics: get content-centric insights for strategy and individual assets
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8.

Integrations: access key tools and ecosystems: CMS platforms, social media
channels, web analytics, marketing automation tools

Page 20
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1. Strategy
Marketing Challenges
Defining your audiences:
With content marketing, your
audience is at the center of your
strategy.
Your content has to speak to
specific personas as well as change
according to individual patient
journeys.
Organizing content strategy:
Content marketing is often organized
around themes: logical groupings of
content such as blog types, or high
level company objectives.
Themes help you translate your overall
marketing strategy into a content
strategy.
Communicating strategy:
Every team has a unique way of
thinking about content strategy, such
as through personas and themes.

CMP Solutions
• Feature patient personas to help your team
understand who they are writing for
and why.
• Track which content is being
produced for each persona.

• Configured representations of your
themes.
• Connect themes to planning,
creation, tracking and measurement
of content.

• Flexible configuration of strategic
objects such as names you use,
variable values, descriptions.

A CMP should let you add objects to a
flexible framework rather than a rigid
platform.
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Strategy Key Features

Personas Creation

Patient Cycle/Journey

Who are you targeting your
content to? Build out your
personas and share them
with team members.

We know you want to connect with your
patients every step of the way, from diagnosis
to treatment. It’s important to define your
patient’s journey- how many steps will you
use and what will you call them?

Themes + Campaigns

Theme Cycles

As you plan your strategy,
you will identify themes, such
as heart month or breast cancer
awareness month to group your
content. The system should let you
label, describe and map content to
themes.

To identify content gaps, you’ll
want to visually see how your
content in each theme speaks to
the different stages in your patient’s
journey.

Custom Fields
Depending on the type of
content you are producing,
you will want to specify
custom names that will
transition to a new platform.
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2. Ideation
Marketing Challenges

CMP Solutions

Ideation:

• Capture and store your ideas in a

Since you never know when

bank.

inspiration might strike, you’ll need
different tools for capturing all your

• Attach metadata to your ideas for

great ideas.

easy search, retrieval and reporting

The benefit of having all
your ideas in one place is being able
to easily access them when you plan
your editorial calendar.

during editorial planning.
• Push ideas from the bank to your
editorial calendar when needed.

Team participation:

• Allow submission of ideas from both

Team expertise and insights come

inside and outside the system.

in from all sides of the organization
from leadership to your clinical staff.

• Gather ideas from your team.

You’ll need a way to involve
team members in ideation and

• Let your team, from doctors to administrators

brainstorming.

to nurses request content they need produced.

If you truly want to keep your team
motivated and contributing, you’ll also
need a way to keep track of who’s
contributed what.
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Ideation Key Features

Mobile Responsive Site
What good is a content
management platform if
you can’t access it from a
mobile device?

Idea Bank
A central place to collect,
store and curate ideas
before pushing them to
your editorial calendar for
execution. Tag ideas for
easy search, retrieval and
reporting.
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3. Calendar
Marketing Challenges

CMP Solutions

Creating a central editorial calendar:

• Everything that flows through the

Content marketing revolves around

editorial calendar should be only 1 or

the editorial calendar, so your

2 intuitive clicks away.

platform should be calendar-centric
as well.

Maintaining the editorial calendar:
Since populating your editorial
calendar will be an ongoing process,
streamlining this activity can save you
hundreds of hours in the long run.

• Transfer ideas from your idea bank
to the editorial calendar.
• Add brand new content items
directly to the editorial calendar.
• Schedule medical observances and
awareness events into the calendar so
you don’t miss a thing.
• Mark key dates, such as grand openings
and go lives for new equipment on the
marketing calendar.

Strategic editorial decisions:
Your editorial calendar isn’t just a
production schedule — it helps you
visualize your content plan at a high
level. Do you have a new physician coming
onboard or need to bring in more patients
for a service online?Your editorial calendar
should provide you with strategic insights

• Color code content so that you can
immediately see how the different
content types are distributed.
• Use advanced filters to view content
through the lens of various strategic
metadata.
• Drag and drop functionality to
reposition content items as required.

at a glance and easy ways to act
on them.
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Editorial Calendar Key Features
Push to Calendar

Robust Calendar

The ability to push ideas
and requests to the Editorial
Calendar streamlines editorial
planning.

Navigate freely on any date and
filter what you want to see in
the calendar. Go anywhere your
plans want to go.

Unlimited Custom Content

Drag and Drop

Types

It should be easy to move
items around in the calendar,
including the ability to adjust
dates automatically as items
are moved around.

A content marketing system
must have the ability to add
any number of content types
along with custom names to
match how your team works.

Tag with Strategic Elements

Advanced Filters

When creating items there
must be a feature for tagging
those items with the elements
created in strategy, such as
themes, personas and patient
journeys.

Your calendar should be able
to filter on many dimensions
simultaneously, such as
assigned author, workflow stage,
content type, theme, persona,
patient journey stage, and more.

Legends

Global & Sub-Calendars

Get a heads up view of what
content you have represented
in the calendar with the
legend view.

Your calendar should flex to
provide sub-calendars with
unique organizations, roles
and permissions while also
providing a global roll-up
calendar.

3 Month View

Visual Identification

Provide your team a quarterly
view of all marketing efforts.

Calendar items should be color
coded to visually identify key
information, such as content
type, at a glance.
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4. Workflows
Marketing Challenges
Managing production work flows:
After planning content items in the
editorial calendar, it is important to be
able to connect them directly to an

CMP Solutions

• Everything that connects through the
editorial calendar should be only 1 or
2 intuitive clicks away.

execution workflow so you can easily
manage production.

Supporting your team’s work:
As your team moves through the different
stages of production, they’ll need a way
to communicate with their team
members and to trigger the next step in
the workflow, such as approval, a request
for revisions or a request to publish the

• Easy ways to get ideas from your
idea bank to the editorial calendar.
• Easy way to add brand new content
items directly to the editorial
calendar.
• Ability to add unlimited content
types.

content.

• Ability to tag new calendar items
•with strategic metadata.

Permissions:

• Assign roles and permissions to team

With many people at work in your
calendar, you’ll want the ability to control
who has access to your strategy and
content, as well as who can make
changes to it.

members.
• Lock certain features for certain
types of roles.
• Grant permissions to leadership that must
approve content
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Workflows Key Features
DRAFT

DESIGN

EDIT

Synopsis & Summaries

Assignment Creation

Notification System

To provide details about

There needs to be a simple

As work is assigned or

the content that is being

and easy way to assign

completed, the system

assigned, the connected

work to users with the click

should automatically notify

workflow system should

of a button.

users by email and system

have space for adding

inbox. There should also be

synopses, summary and

a way to specify notification

descriptive information.

type frequencies.

Configurable Workflow

Drafting

Multi-Step Stages

Stages

A robust draft editor

Complex scenarios may

For each content type,

should have full CMS-

require that sub-steps

create different workflows

like functionality: add

within a stage are met

and configure their unique

images in-line, embed

before moving to the next

stages, including who is

media, edit HTML source,

stage. Functionality needs

involved and what happens.

WYSIWYG formatting and

to be provided to facilitate

Choose to lock workflows

styling, previews and other

this.

down or leave them open.

advanced features.
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Workflows Key Features
.COM
.NET
.INFO
Enable Attachments

In-Workflow Details

Comments

Ability to attach files to

No one likes to hop

Team members want to be

calendar and workflow

between screens; it is

able to provide comments

items for authors who prefer

therefore important to

throughout the workflow. A

to use standard word

provide workflow details in

flexible commenting system

processing programs,

tabs that are easy to

that is accessible while

privacy waivers, and

display and hide again

working and also as one

related assets for sourcing

from right where you work.

dedicated feed is key.

Approvals

Locking

Ease of Accessing Strategic

Without a system in place,

Across the workflow system,

Elements

approval workflows usually

there should be the ability

Given the work on strategy

happen ad-hoc via email

to apply locking features

and the need to align

or not at all. A key

based on certain elements

workflow with that effort, it

requirement then is to make

and actions such as user

should be easy to tag

it easy to submit work,

role and workflow stage (i.e

workflow elements and

approve it or request

approved or not).

stages to ensure that

and context.

revisions.

alignment.
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5. Asset Library
Marketing Challenges

CMP Solutions

Content is everywhere:

• Store all your content in one place.

Content marketers produce content, of

• Keep patient privacy waivers in one location

many different types — from blog posts to

so you can verify they are on file before

whitepapers to images, videos and beyond.

publishing content.

Your asset library will need to accommodate all.

A complete view of content picture:
Before starting, you need to collect your
existing assets to see the gaps for creating new
content. Afterwards, you need a way to store
the content and make it available to your team.

Find and retrieve relevant content:
Besides storing content, it should be easy to

• Make it easy to add all your content to
the library, as it is created.
• Have a way to upload existing content
to the library for a complete picture of all
available content assets.
• Help find content with strategic
metadata and keyword search.

retrieve it later, whether for yourself, your

• Quickly preview content or download it.

patients or your team.

• Periodically audit content to verify it is still
medically accurate and up to date.

Sharing content and managing access:

• Keep content in the right hands with

When it comes to sharing content, it is

different permission levels.

important to be able to manage access.
Some content might be confidential while you
may want to share other content more publicly.

Repurposing content:

• Access, edit and duplicate any content

Once you’re finished your initial run of the

already created in your asset library.

content you create, you need a way to re-use it

• In the case of turnover of experts quoted in

in any number of ways.

your content, update and reuse pieces in your
library reflect the new person’s tone of voice.
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Asset Library Key Features

Easy to Add New Assets

View in Browser or

Multiple Asset Types

It should be easy to add
new assets by creating new
content items, tagging
them with strategic
elements, uploading related
files, and even the option of
adding items in bulk.

Download to Drive
There should be options for
both viewing assets in the
browser or downloading
them to a local drive.

The system should be able
to handle different file
types such as images, links
and document formats.

Color Coding

Access Throughout

Assets should be color
coded following the same
conventions as editorial
calendar content. This
ensures quick identification
and reinforces visual understanding across the system.

System
Once you have collected
your assets in the library
you’ll want to put them to
use. Assets in the system
should therefore be easy to
find and retrieve as they are
needed.
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6. Publishing & Promotion
Marketing Challenges

CMP Solutions

Content distribution to audiences:

• Connect directly to systems that can

When a content item is completed and
approved, content marketers need a way to
distribute the content to their audiences.

publish and promote that work via API.

Distribution may involve publishing to a
website or blog first, and then promoting it
through social or paid promotion channels
such as sponsored content and native
advertising.

Different content, different schedule:

• Schedule content distribution for

Content marketers center work around their
editorial calendars, with various pieces
of content scheduled to be completed
at different times.

publishing immediately or at a future date.

They need a way to easily publish and
promote content upon completion or
schedule these activities, directly or
through an approval workflow.

• Implement approval workflows for
publishing content and content promotions.
• Provide an overall view of content that
has been published or is scheduled to be
published.

Managing channel specs and data:

• Attach images, links and metadata from

Different publishing channels have different
features and metadata attached to
content.
`
Content marketers need a way
to get this information into the correct
channels in a streamlined fashion. Channel
security is also important. Especially when
working with PHI.

your system to your publishing channels.
• One central login/point of access to push
to multiple end points, keeping channels
secure and as part of a workflow.
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Publishing & Promotion Key Features
Multiple Types of Direct Publishing
Channels
Different channels publish different
types of content, such as CMS for blog
and website, and social media channels.
The system should connect and publish
to these accounts.
Scheduling
The system needs to be able to
schedule content for publishing at a
future date and time. This requires an
easy-to-use interface for scheduling,
factoring in dates, times and time zones.

Image Insertion
Certain channels such as WordPress,
Facebook and Twitter allow you to add
a featured image to the published post.
The system should have an interface for
adding these images.

Integrations with Publishing
Channels
When creating items there must be a
feature for tagging those items with
the elements created in strategy, such
as themes, personas and patient journey
stages.
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7. Analytics
Marketing Challenges
A strategy that leads to results:

CMP Solutions
• Track the results of your content.

After building a strategy and then
executing it, tracking the results is the

• Tie results back to your strategy to help

next step.

you identify gaps and why content is
resonating.

A flexible framework for analytics
is needed to tie data back to strategy.
Analytics should be content-centric
rather than lead or customer-centric.

An efficient production process:

• Provide workflow information to help

Analytics should not only deliver feedback

understand how to make production more

on the results of your content, but should

efficient.

inform the content development workflow
process
This lets the strategy team understand
what’s working and what’s not, and how
to more efficiently deliver the best content.
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7. Analytics
Marketing Challenges

CMP Solutions

Visualize and present information:

• View and compare data in different ways,

Content marketers need to prove the value

based on information you are curious about.

of their work to management. It’s crucial
to have a way of discovering new insights

• Make data easy for everyone to analyze in

to present. Information visualization

new ways, without needing backgrounds in

methods are key to creating shared insight.

data science.

It’s important to be able to present this

• Output reports in your preferred format.

information in the way management
can understand.

Regular reporting and feedback:
Once content marketers have decided on
the data and formatting they want to see in
reports, there needs to be an easy way to
retrieve this data on a regular basis.

• Saved views of data so you can find and
compare the same information quickly each
time.
• Option to automatically output preferred
reports and have them delivered to you on a
regular basis.
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Analytics Key Features

Tie Back to :
Strategy

Show Workflow

Insights for Planning

Performance

Strategy

Analytics should aggregate
the performance of content
across strategic elements to
show the value and
performance.

Analytics should provide
insights on how efficient
workflows are and how
much progress has been
made in filling gaps through
content production.

With new processes comes
new data. Content
marketing software should
make the data flexible and
meaningful for each unique
situation.

Advanced Filters

Data Play Explorer

Different

When creating items there
must be a feature for
tagging those items with
the elements created in
strategy, such as themes,
personas and patient
journey stages.

With all the data being
created and pulled in
through integrations, it
should be easy to explore,
create views and build
reports. This should be easy
enough for anyone to use.

Output/Export Options
Reports and views should
be easy to share and use
outside of the system, with
output options such as CSV,
Excel and PDF.
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8. Flexible Integrations
Marketing Challenges

CMP Solutions

Complimentary systems in place:

• A connector between all your different

Often, software platforms are rigid and

pieces and platforms used as part of your

force users to do things in a specific way.

content marketing workflow.

Content marketers in healthcare need a

• Manage the workflow for all content

flexible framework that can mold itself around

development in one place, before delivering

their preferred marketing systems and way

it to the appropriate integrated channel.

of working, adapting and acting as
the “One Source of Truth”.

A bridge to strategy:

• Account for how all content, across

Content marketing software should provide
the ability to connect to multiple instances
and platforms, operating as a bridge
between different instances and vendors,
with content and strategy as the unifying
elements handled uniquely well by content
marketing software.

integrated platforms, plays into strategy and
the customer journey.
• Pulls in the data from all integrated
platforms so you can derive holistic insights
about content marketing.

In this way, content marketing software
should act as a meta-CMS sitting on top
of or at the center of all these other
platforms and accounts.
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Integrations Key Features

CMS Integrations

Social Integrations

Marketing Automation

The system should integrate
multiple CMS platforms and
provide an easy way to
manage domains and user
accounts as well as
publishing and scheduling
for each with workflows.

Connect multiple social
media platforms and
manage user accounts in a
secure way. The system
should also have workflow
and publishing templates,
and unique analytics by
platform.

Content marketing software
should connect to multiple
instances and platforms,
operating as a bridge, with
content and strategy as the
unifying elements it handles
uniquely well.

Link Shortening

Analytics Modeling

Link shorteners help track
valuable data while saving
character counts on social
media. The system should
conveniently integrate these
platforms in the publishing
and scheduling workflows.

Content marketing software
should be able to connect
to external analytics
platforms, freeing you to
unleash the power of
dedicated analytics tools.
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Got more questions on what a content marketing
platform can do for your
heathcare organization?
Contact us at: sales@getmintent.com
www.getmintent.com

